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Instantaneous normal mode calculations of the low frequency solvent modes of carbon tetrachloride
~CCl4! and chloroform~CHCl3!, and experiments on the vibrational population dynamics of theT1u
CO stretching mode~;1980 cm21! of tungsten hexacarbonyl in CCl4 and CHCl3 are used to
understand factors affecting the temperature dependence of the vibrational lifetime. Picosecond
infrared pump–probe experiments measuring the vibrational lifetime of theT1u mode from the
melting points to the boiling points of the two solvents show a dramatic solvent dependence. In
CCl4, the vibrational lifetime decreases as the temperature is increased; however, in CHCl3, the
vibrational lifetime actually becomes longer as the temperature is increased. The change in thermal
occupation numbers of the modes in the solute/solvent systems cannot account for this difference.
Changes in the density of states of the instantaneous normal modes and changes in the magnitude
of the anharmonic coupling matrix elements are considered. The calculated differences in the
temperature dependences of the densities of states appear too small to account for the observed
difference in trends of the temperature dependent lifetimes. This suggests that the temperature
dependence of the liquid density causes significant changes in the magnitude of the anharmonic
coupling matrix elements responsible for vibrational relaxation. ©1995 American Institute of
Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The population dynamics of the vibrations of a pol
atomic solute molecule in a polyatomic liquid solvent c
involve the internal vibrational modes of the solute, the
brational modes of the solvent, and the low frequency c
tinuum of solvent modes.1,2 An initially excited high fre-
quency vibrational mode of a solute molecule can relax
transferring vibrational energy to a combination of lower fr
quency internal vibrations and solvent vibrations. Howev
in general, a combination of lower frequency vibrations w
not match the initial vibrational frequency. Therefore, one
more quanta of the continuum will also be excited~or anni-
hilated! to make up for the mismatch in the vibrational fr
quencies and conserve energy.

The low frequency solvent continuum can be describ
in terms of instantaneous normal modes~INMs!.3–7 For vi-
brational relaxation in liquids, the INMs play the same ro
as do phonons in crystals. In a crystal, the phonons provi
continuum of modes that can be created or annihilated
conserve energy in relaxation processes between high
quency vibrations. Because of this similarity, for simplici
we will refer to the INMs as phonons of the liquid or ju
phonons. It is important to recognize the important diff

a!Current address: Technische Universita¨t München, Physik Departmen
E11, James-Franck-Str., 85748 Garching, Germany.
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ence between INMs and true crystalline phonons. In a cry
tal, all phonon modes are bound, giving real phonon freque
cies. In a liquid, the structure is continually evolving. Not al
of the modes are bound, so that INMs have both real an
imaginary frequencies. The imaginary frequency modes a
related to the structural evolution of the liquid.8

Vibrational relaxation involves a cubic or higher orde
anharmonic process. The ‘‘order’’ of the process refers to th
number of quanta involved in the relaxation. In the simples
cubic anharmonic process, the initial excited vibration is an
nihilated, a lower frequency internal mode or solvent mod
is excited, and a phonon is excited to conserve energy. Fo
high frequency mode to relax by a cubic process, there mu
be another high frequency mode close enough in energy
the energy mismatch to fall within the phonon bandwidth. I
a quartic or higher order process, the initial vibration is an
nihilated, two or more lower frequency vibrations are cre
ated, and one or more phonons are created to conserve
ergy. Unless there is a coincidence or Fermi resonance
which energy can be conserved by the creation and anni
lation of discreet vibrational modes alone, at least one mo
of the low frequency continuum of states will be involved in
vibrational population dynamics. The rate constants for v
brational population relaxation dynamics can be described
terms of Fermi’s golden rule. Therefore, it is clear that th
density of states of the low frequency continuum of INMs
will be important in vibrational dynamics.
3325)/3325/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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3326 Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
In this paper, we consider the relationship between
density of states of the INMs of two liquids on the vibr
tional relaxation of a high frequency mode as a function
temperature. The vibrational relaxation dynamics of theT1u
CO stretching mode of tungsten hexacarbonyl, W~CO!6, is
studied in dilute solution in the liquids carbon tetrachlorid
CCl4, and chloroform, CHCl3. Picosecond infrared~ir!
pump–probe experiments were used to measure the tem
ture dependence of the vibrational lifetime of theT1u mode.

1

The temperature is varied from the melting points to
boiling points of the two solvents.

The ir pump–probe experiments show that the lifetim
of theT1u mode in CCl4 becomes shorter as the temperatu
is increased from the melting point to the boiling point. O
might be tempted to fit an activation energy to such a te
perature dependence. However, when the lifetime is m
sured in CHCl3 from the melting point to the boiling point, i
is observed that the lifetime actually becomes longer as
temperature is increased. This inverted temperature de
dence is counterintuitive, yet it has also been observed
other solvents.9,10This temperature dependence clearly de
onstrates that a simple description in terms of an activa
energy will not account for the change in behavior with s
vent. As discussed below, a fully quantum mechanical tre
ment of vibrational relaxation of polyatomic molecules
polyatomic liquids2 cannot account for the inverted temper
ture dependence. If the relaxation pathway involves a nu
ber of high frequency vibrations, whether internal or fro
the solvent, and a phonon, then the temperature depend
will be determined by the thermal occupation numbers of
modes involved. Since these occupation numbers incre
with temperature, the lifetime should get shorter with
creasing temperature. The quantum mechanical treatm2

and other quantum mechanical11–14 and classical
treatments15–17 of vibrational relaxation do not account fo
two aspects of the problem that are brought to the fore by
inverted temperature dependence: the temperature de
dence of the phonon density of states and the tempera
dependence of the magnitude of the anharmonic coup
matrix elements~liquid density dependence!.

To gain insights into the temperature dependences of
vibrational lifetimes in the two solvents, the temperatu
dependent low frequency INM spectra,^r~v!&, of CCl4 and
CHCl3 were calculated. The calculations employed a deta
potential that included intermolecular and intramolecu
components. While the low frequency intermolecular mod
are of interest here, the potential is able to do a reason
job of reproducing the vibrational spectrum of the liquids
well. The use of the full potential proved important. Calc
lations with an accurate Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential do not
generate the high frequency ‘‘rotational’’ part of the INM
spectrum even though the LJ potential yields the corr
melting point of the crystal. The real and imaginary comp
nents of the INM spectrum were calculated at three temp
tures, near the melting point, at room temperature, and n
the boiling point for both solvents. As the temperature
increased, there is a small decrease in the density of s
across most of the real part of the spectra with a correspo
ing increase in the imaginary part.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
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The paper is laid out in the following manner. In Sec. II
the experimental methods are briefly described, and the e
perimental results are presented. In Sec. III, the method f
calculating the INMs is described, and the results are pr
sented. In Sec. IV, we discuss the results of the experimen
and the calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Picosecond pump–probe experiments were perform
with mid-ir pulses generated with a LiIO3 optical parametric
amplifier ~OPA!. The laser system is a modified version of a
system that has been described in detail previously.18 The
description of the ir pulse generation and pump–probe da
collection on the systems discussed here has been descri
in detail elsewhere.1

Figure 1 displays pump–probe data taken at 295 K.1 The
data are for~a! W~CO!6/CCl4 and ~b! W~CO!6/CHCl3. The
calculated lines through the data are single exponential fi
that include convolution with the pulse shape. The deca
can be followed for greater than 4 factors ofe. As can be
seen from the figure, the data are of very high quality, an
the fits are excellent. The vibrational lifetimes for these room
temperature samples are 700 and 370 ps, respectively.

When pump–probe experiments are conducted wi
shorter pulses than those used in these experiments, an a
tional fast component is observed.1 For example, room tem-
perature data from W~CO!6/CHCl3 taken using;2 ps pulses
yield a decay time for the fast component of 3.3 ps. The fa
decay component is caused by orientational relaxatio
which was confirmed using magic angle probing.1 Although
the longer pulses used to obtain the data presented h
masks the orientational relaxation, the determination of th
vibrational lifetime is not affected. That the pump–probe ex
periment actually measures the rate of population flow out
theT1u mode has been established for W~CO!6/CCl4 at room
temperature by pumping then50→1 transition and probing
at the n51→2 frequency.19 This method, which directly
measures the relaxation rate out ofn51 without a contribu-
tion to the signal from ground state recovery, gave a dec

FIG. 1. Pump–probe data of the vibrational relaxation of theT1u CO
stretching mode of W~CO!6 in ~a! CCl4 and~b! CHCl3 at T5295 K. Single
exponential fits convolved with the 40 ps pulses are shown. The vibration
lifetimes for these samples are 700 and 370 ps, respectively.
No. 9, 1 September 1995
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3327Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
time identical to the slow component measured in these
periments at room temperature with the single wavelen
pump–probe experiment.

The vibrational relaxation times~T1! as a function of
temperature forT1u mode of W~CO!6 in CCl4 are shown in
Fig. 2. Although the change in the decay with temperatur
not large, given the excellent signal-to-noise ratio of the d
the differences are readily discernible. From the melt
point to the boiling point, the lifetimes decrease monoto
cally by 19%. The values range from 775 ps at the melt
point ~250 K! to 650 ps at the boiling point~350 K!. Mea-
surements ofT1 on theT1u mode of Cr~CO!6 in CCl4 were
also made,1 for which the values range from 400 ps at t
melting point to 345 ps at the boiling point.

The results of the pump–probe lifetime measurement
theT1u CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in CHCl3 are shown
in Fig. 3. The decay times are substantially different fro
those in CCl4 although the solvents differ only by substitu
tion of a hydrogen for a chlorine. Even more significant
that the basic nature of the temperature dependence is d

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the vibrational relaxation times fo
T1u CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in CCl4. The data were taken from th
melting point to the boiling point.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the vibrational relaxation times fo
T1u CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in CHCl3. The data were taken from th
melting point to the boiling point. The lifetime actually becomes longer
the temperature is increased~inverted temperature dependence!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
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ent. Vibrational lifetimes for the T1u mode of
W~CO!6/CHCl3 actually becomelonger as the temperature is
increased,changing by 9% from 322 ps at the melting point
~210 K! to 350 ps at the boiling point~334 K!. This is re-
ferred to as the inverted temperature dependence. The diffe
ence in the temperature dependences in CCl4 and CHCl3 will
be discussed below in connection with the temperature d
pendent INM density of states in the two solvents. Measure
ments ofT1 on theT1u mode of Cr~CO!6 in CHCl3 were also
made,1 for which the values range from 271 ps at the melting
point to 253 ps at the boiling point.

III. THE INSTANTANEOUS NORMAL MODE SPECTRA
OF CCl4 AND CHCl3

A. Method of calculation

The density of states for a particular configuration of the
liquid, r~v;R!, is obtained by ‘‘binning’’ the square roots of
the eigenvalues of the matrix of second derivatives of th
potential energy with respect to the mass-weighted coord
nates. Negative eigenvalues give imaginary frequencies a
their contributions, by convention, are plotted along the2v
axis. The averaged density of states,^r~v!&, is obtained by
averaging overR as usual; in our case the configuration av-
erage is realized in a molecular dynamics simulation.

The computer simulation of chloroform and carbon tet
rachloride involve techniques for constant pressure and co
stant temperature ensembles.20 These ensembles were simu-
lated using extended systems variables and Nose´–Hoover
chains.21 Equations of motion for the particles, for the iso-
tropic volume expansion of the box, and for the thermosta
were integrated reversibly with breakups of the Liouville
Propagator similar to that of Berneet al.21 The fictitious
massesQ andW, for the volume and the thermostat, were se
equal toNfkbTw

2; whereNf is the number of degrees of
freedom involved in the coupling,kb is Boltzmann’s con-
stant,T is the temperature, andw is some characteristic fre-
quency of the motion. We assumed a frequency~w! of 1 ps
which allows for fluctuations of the volume and temperature
to be controlled on that time scale. Nose´–Hoover chains of
length three were also used to ensure ergodic behavior.22 The
conserved quantityH8 was used to check for accuracy of our
particular breakup and during a run was conserved to withi
0.01%.

The simulation of 64 carbon tetrachloride and 108 chlo
roform molecules were carried out using an all atom mode
with no constraints. This gives a very good representation o
the molecules and allows for atomic detail in the potential a
well as inter–intramolecular coupling, which are not presen
in models that employ constraints or united atom method
The extended system method was used so that the press
and temperature could be adjusted to the desired values.
the thermodynamic limit of infinite particles a NVE en-
semble simulation is identical to a NPT ensemble simulation
but with relatively few particles in our simulation, extended
system methods mimic experimental conditions mor
closely. The simulation potential that we used was that o
Dietz and Heinzinger,23 which gives good agreement with
experiments of x-ray and neutron scattering for an all atom
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3328 Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
model with constraints. The inclusion of intramolecular d
grees of freedom does not affect these results.

The intermolecular potential is an atom–atom Lenna
Jones with parameters,

C–C Cl–Cl H–H
sigma~Å! 3.4 3.44 2.2
epsilon~K! 51.2 150.7 9.995

and the cross terms are calculated with the usual combina
rules. A potential including partial charges was tested, w
Ewald sums, but did not change our results. The intram
lecular interactions are simple harmonic bond stretching
bending potentials of the form

Vbond~r !51/2kbond~r2r 0!
2,

Vbend~u!51/2kbend~u2u0!
2.

The equilibrium bond distances and angles are taken f
experiment: for CHCl3, r 0~C–Cl!51.758 Å, r 0~C–H!51.08
Å, u0~Cl–C–Cl!5111.3°, and u0~H–C–Cl!5108.0°. For
CCl4, r 0~C–Cl!51.758 Å andu0~Cl–C–Cl!5109.45°.

With these equilibrium parameters fixed, there are fo
unknown potential parameters for CHCl3 and two for CCl4.
These were determined by a least squares fit to
experimental molecular vibrational frequencies given
Herzberg.24 The results for CHCl3 are
kbond~C–CL!5kbond~C–H!5360 000 K/Å2, kbend~Cl–C–Cl!
591 000 K/rad2, andkbend~H–C–Cl!521 000 K/rad2. Com-
parison with experiment is made in Table I. For CCl4, the fit
yields kbond~C–Cl!5148 000 K/Å2 and kbend~CL–C–Cl!
573 900 K/rad2; comparison with experiment is made
Table II.

The potential assumes purely harmonic motions and
nores coupling between bends and bonds stretching w
accounts for the discrepancy between the experimental
quency and the potential model frequencies. Considering
simplicity of the model, it must be considered to do quite
reasonable job of representing the molecular vibrations.

The simulations were begun with an equilibration run
50 ps followed by 200 ps of data collection. The equilibr
tion run used ‘‘massive’’ thermostats, which involves
Nosé–Hoover thermostat chain on each degree of freed
This run achieves, for a givenT andP, an equilibrium dis-
tribution of orientations, bond lengths, bond angels, and
termolecular distances. Massive thermostats are a quick
to obtain equilibrium distributions since intra–inter molec
lar coupling is slow. This equilibration phase also allows t

TABLE I. Comparison of model with experiment for vibrations of CHCl3.

n~exp! cm21 3019 1215 1215 760 760 667 364 260 26

n~fit! cm21 3017 1191 1191 767 767 747 313 267 26

TABLE II. Comparison of model with experiment for vibrations of CCl4.

n~exp! cm21 790 790 790 635 460 460 460 218 21

n~fit! cm21 840 840 840 312 236 236 236 217 21
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
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volume to equilibrate to the corresponding external pressu
A separate barostat chain allows the volume to fluctuate a
ensures ergodic behavior while damping out any sou
waves that may be present from the initial conditions or c
ated from the fluctuation of the volume. The pressure of t
simulation fluctuated around zero for all the different tem
peratures. The data collection simulations of 200 ps w
carried out with only a global thermostat chain and a sep
rate chain for the volume coordinate. Instantaneous confi
rations were stored every 2 ps, andr~v;R! was evaluated.

B. Results

Figure 4 displays the instantaneous normal mode sp
trum for CCl4 at three temperatures calculated with the fu
potential. The spectrum is shown with both positive a
negative values of the frequency. The positive values cor
spond to the real frequencies and represent true oscilla
modes. The negative part of the spectrum corresponds
imaginary frequencies which are related to the structural e
lution of the liquid. The results are presented for three te
peratures: 260, 300, and 340 K. These are near the mel
point, room temperature, and near the boiling point of CC4,
respectively. The maximum phonon frequency is;130
cm21, and is essentially temperature independent. The te
perature dependence is relatively mild. As the temperatur
increased, the density of states of the real part of the sp
trum decreases somewhat for most frequencies. Below;12
cm21, there is either no change or a small increase w
increasing temperature; there is also an increase at the h
est frequencies~*100 cm21 in CCl4!, where^r~v!& is very
small. The imaginary part of the spectrum shows the opp
site behavior. As the temperature is increased, the densit
states increases, particularly at low frequency, with a p
nounced peak appearing at;10 cm21. We believe this rep-
resents imaginary translational modes, growing in over
background of weaklyT-dependent rotational modes. At th
peak of the real part of the spectrum~;30 cm21!, the density

FIG. 4. The low frequency spectra of the instantaneous normal mode
CCl4 at temperatures of 260, 300, and 340 K, calculated with the full p
tential. The positive part of the spectrum corresponds to real frequenc
i. e., true oscillatory modes. The negative part of the spectrum correspo
to imaginary frequencies which are related to the structural evolution of
liquid.
No. 9, 1 September 1995
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3329Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
of states decreases;10% going from 260 to 340 K. A some
what larger decrease of;18% is seen at 60 cm21. At the
peak in the imaginary part of the spectrum~;10 cm21!, the
density of states increases;35% with the increase in tem-
perature. At other frequencies, the change is smaller, e
;19% at 50 cm21.

Figure 5 displays the calculated instantaneous norm
mode spectrum for CHCl3 at three temperatures. The resul
are qualitatively very similar to those for CCl4. However, the
maximum phonon frequency is higher,;180 cm21 com-
pared to;130 cm21 in CCl4. At the peak of the real part of
the spectrum~;30 cm21!, the density of states decrease
;10% going from 260 to 340 K. At 60 cm21, the decrease is
;13%. The increase at the peak of the imaginary part of
spectrum is;40%, and at 50 cm21, it is ;12%. Given the
significantly larger noise in the CHCl3 spectrum, the change
in the density of states with temperature are essentially
same in the two liquids, but there is a significant differen
in the maximum phonon frequency.

For comparison with Fig. 4, which was calculated wi
the full potential, Fig. 6 shows the density of states of CC4
calculated using a LJ potential. It can be seen that the
potential, while giving qualitatively similar results, does n
yield the same spectrum produced by the potential that
cludes internal degrees of freedom of the molecule. T
maximum frequency of both the real and the imaginary pa
of the spectrum are substantially lower than seen in Fig
However, the change in the density of states with tempe
ture at the peak of the real part of the spectrum is still;10%.
The LJ spectrum probably gives a good description of t
true translational spectrum; thus the high-uvu modes in both
liquids are primarily rotational. This is why CHCl3 has a
higher maximum phonon frequency, with the lighter mo
ecule having higher rotational frequencies.

IV. DISCUSSION

For vibrational relaxation to occur, energy must be co
served. The initially excited vibration must couple its ener

FIG. 5. The low frequency spectra of the instantaneous normal mode
CHCl3 at temperatures of 260, 300, and 340 K, calculated with the f
potential. The positive part of the spectrum corresponds to real frequen
i.e., true oscillatory modes. The negative part of the spectrum correspond
imaginary frequencies which are related to the structural evolution of
liquid.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
.g.,
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to a combination of lower frequency modes of the solute
solvent system. The combination can involve lower fre
quency modes of the solute, lower frequency internal vibr
tional modes of the solvent, and solvent phonons. Vibration
energy can also be transferred to modes of higher frequen
yet this process is generally less efficient than compara
downward pathways.2 Barring exceptional circumstances in
which there is a coincidence between the initial vibration
energy and a sum of energies of several lower frequen
vibrations, a phonon from the continuum of low energy pho
non modes will be required to conserve energy. Figure
shows a schematic of the fundamental vibrational freque
cies of the solute and solvent molecules used in this stu
W~CO!6 has a variety of internal modes that are lower i
frequency than the initially excitedT1u CO stretching fre-
quency~marked with an asterisk!.25–29Both CCl4 and CHCl3
have a number of lower energy vibrational modes than t

of
ll
ies,
s to
he

FIG. 6. The low frequency spectra of the instantaneous normal modes
CCl4 calculated with the Lennard-Jones potential. The substantial differen
between this figure and Fig. 4 demonstrates the necessity of using the
potential.

FIG. 7. The fundamental vibrational frequencies and assignments of
solute~Ref. 26! and solvent molecules~Ref. 31!. d andn refer to bending
modes and stretching modes, respectively. The initially excitedT1u CO
stretching mode is marked with an asterisk. The calculated phonon cu
frequencies~vD! for each liquid is shown with a dotted line.
No. 9, 1 September 1995
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3330 Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
initially excited mode at;1980 cm21.30,31CHCl3 also has a
CH stretching mode at higher energy,;3020 cm21, which is
too high in energy to participate in the vibrational dynami
In Fig. 7, the dotted lines labeled asvD indicate the approxi-
mate cutoff of the INMs of the two solvents.

In the vibrational relaxation of diatomic molecules
pure liquids or in atomic solvents, vibrational relaxation c
only occur by coupling to low frequency rotational and tran
lational motions.15 These high order processes often lead
extremely long vibrational lifetimes, such as in the case
liquid nitrogen whereT1556s.32 For polyatomic molecules
in polyatomic solvents, relaxation can occur through mu
lower order anharmonic processes involving high freque
vibrations of the solute and solvent. We assume that in
relaxation process, the lowest order process possible
dominate. The strength of coupling between participat
modes decreases for higher order processes. Thus given
both components of a relaxation pathway are available
will be preferable to excite one 1000 cm21 vibration rather
than ten 100 cm21 phonons. The simplest relaxation pathw
would involve the deposition of the initial vibrational energ
into a single lower frequency vibration and one phono
However, as shown by the INM calculations, neither CC4
nor CHCl3 have phonon bandwidths that extend beyond 1
cm21. Therefore, in CHCl3, it is necessary for the initia
vibration to relax into at least two vibrations and a phon
and in CCl4 to relax into at least three vibrations and a ph
non. This difference most likely is responsible for the gen
ally longer relaxation times observed in CCl4. It is possible
that it is necessary to excite more than one phonon to c
serve energy. For simplicity, the following discussion a
sumes that only one phonon is involved, although this w
not influence the conclusions that are reached.

The rate of vibrational relaxation,K, of the initially
excited mode is generally described by Fermi’s gold
rule2,15,33

K5
2p

\ (
r ,r 8

r r ,r 8u^s8,r 8uVus,r &u2. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, s ands8 denote the initial and final state of th
initially excited vibration~theT1u mode in this case!, while r
andr 8 refer to the receiving~or reservoir! modes~Fig. 7 and
phonons!. The ketus,r & is the initial state, described by the
mal occupation numbers of the various modes of the syst
in addition to unit occupation of the state initially excited b
the ir pump. The brâs8,r 8u is the final state with the initially
populated state having occupation number 0 after relaxa
and other states having increased occupation numbers.r is
the density of states of the reservoir modes for the relaxa
step, and is often written as a delta function to denote
energy conservation requirement. The summation in Eq.~1!
denotes the fact that the true relaxation rate is a sum o
contributions from all possible pathways; however, in t
following discussion we will describe relaxation through
single anharmonic path involving one phonon.

In Eq. ~1!, V is the potential that describes the system
reservoir interaction. The potential energy surface for
system and reservoir is expanded about the potential min
$c0% of the various INM coordinatesci
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
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V5(
c i

V~2!
•c21(

c i

V~3!
•c1c2c31•••, ~2!

where

V~ i !5
] iV

]c1•••]c i
U
$c0%

••• . ~3!

Here,V( i ) is the i th matrix element that describes the inter
actions which couplei modes. The anharmonic terms,i>3,
govern relaxation processes involving the coupling of mu
tiple vibrational modes. The magnitudes of the matrix ele
ment expansion coefficients decrease with order, leading
decreased relaxation rates with higher order processes.

As discussed above, given the vibrational energies of t
solutes and the solvents, the relaxation of the initially excite
mode results in the excitation of at least two other vibration
and a phonon. For such a process, the anharmonic coupl
matrix element is at least fourth order, or quartic. For th
following discussion, we use one of the quartic relaxatio
steps that contributes to the relaxation of theT1u CO stretch
in CHCl3. The CO stretch relaxes by transferring energy t
the W–C–Obending motion of the W~CO!6, the H–C–Cl
bending motion of the CHCl3, and a;160 cm21 solvent
phonon. This quartic step can be written as

n~CO!→d~WCO!1d~HCCl!1r~160cm21!. ~4!

The quartic anharmonic matrix element^V(4)& contains the
magnitude of the quartic anharmonic coupling term,uV(4)u,
and combinations of raising and lowering operators that d
scribe the anharmonic relaxation step. If the operatora an-
nihilates the initially excited vibration and the operatorb
describes the change in the reservoir modesA, B, and the
phonon, then the interaction is described by

a~bA1bA
1!~bB1bB

1!~bph1bph
1 !. ~5!

This interaction leads to seven possible quartic relaxatio
pathways,2 some of which are unphysical. The relaxation
pathway given by Eq.~4!, a simple cascade process in which
the energy relaxes only to lower energy modes, is describ
by one term arising from Eq.~5!, abA

1bB
1bph

1 . Once substi-
tuted into Eq.~1!, a rasing operator brings out a factor of
An11 and a lowering operator brings out a factor ofAn,
where n is the occupation number of the particular mod
involved in the fourth order process. This allows Eq.~1! to
be written as

K5
2p

\
rphu^V~4!&u2~nA11!~nB11!~nph11!, ~6!

wheren is the thermally averaged occupation number,

ni5~exp~\v i /kT!21!21. ~7!

vi is the frequency of the vibrational or phonon mode. Ou
hypothesis is thatrph5^r~vi!&, i.e., we apply the solid-state
formalism to liquids. The question remains whether imag
nary frequency modes~^r~iv i!&… contribute torph.

Clearly, if the reservoir modes are high frequenc
~\v@kT and, therefore,n! 1), such as the discrete vibra-
tional modes in Eq. 4, then Eq. 6 is
No. 9, 1 September 1995
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K5
2p

\
rphu^V~4!&u2~nph11!. ~8!

Although the discussion of the derivation of this relaxati
rate expression has been qualitative, the same results ca
shown rigorously.2 In general, the expression for the rela
ation rate along a given one-phonon,i th order anharmonic
pathway is given by the product of the phonon density
states, the magnitude of the anharmonic coupling matrix
ement, and occupation number factors for the receiv
modes. If a reservoir mode is created in the relaxation ste
contributes a factor of~n11!, whereas if it is annihilated, i
contributes a factor ofn. This is a simple, yet rigorous
method for describing even complex relaxation pathways

Considering only the occupation number in Eq.~8!, K
should become larger and the observed decay times sh
become shorter as the temperature is increased. If more
one thermally occupied phonon were involved in the rel
ation pathway or if a vibrational occupation number chan
significantly, the temperature dependence would be e
steeper. If the phonon occupation number is the only fa
responsible for the temperature dependence, then
\v!kT, K would increase linearly with temperature. F
\v@kT, K goes as exp~2\v/kT! if a phonon is annihilated
as part of the relaxation process, andK goes as 11exp~2\v/
kT! if a phonon is created. In either limit and for intermed
ate situations, the temperature dependence of the occup
number~s! will always yield a decrease in the vibration
lifetime with increasing temperature. Only nearT'0 K ~only
phonon emission processes are possible! where 1.nph, will
the temperature dependence vanish, and the vibrational
time will become temperature independent. AboveT'0 K,
an inverted temperature dependence cannot be explaine
considering occupation numbers, regardless of the pathw
or number of modes involved.

The experimental data for W~CO!6 in CHCl3 displayed
in Fig. 3, with its inverted temperature dependence, sh
that the temperature dependence is influenced by temper
dependent factors in addition to the occupation number
competition among these factors will yield the observed te
perature dependence. The factors that cause
W~CO!6/CHCl3 vibrational lifetimes to become longer as th
temperature is increased are almost certainly operative in
other samples, such as W~CO!6 in CCl4, even though they do
display vibrational lifetimes that decrease with increas
temperature.

The competition among factors can also be seen in
data in CCl4 shown in Fig. 2, although it is not as obvious
in the W~CO!6/CHCl3 data. The W~CO!6/CCL4 data show an
increase in the relaxation rate of 19% from the melting po
to the boiling point. The minimum increase in vibration
relaxation rate with temperature due to the increase in t
mal population can be shown to occur for a process in wh
the initially excited mode relaxes by creation of a high fr
quency vibration~s! ~\v@kT) and a single phonon. Any ad
ditional low frequency quanta will only cause a steeper
crease in the rate with increasing temperature. For such a
phonon process, the change in thermal occupation numb
the phonon cutoff ofvD5130 cm21 will cause an increase in
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
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relaxation rate of 27% over the temperature range. A low
frequency phonon would produce a greater change, wit
very low frequency phonon resulting in a 40% increase
rate. Since the experimental errors are very small, the 1
increase for W~CO!6/CCl4 and the 16% increase for
Cr~CO!6/CCl4 demonstrate that additional factors must b
offsetting the rate increases caused by the increasing oc
pation numbers to yield the observed temperature dep
dences.

In examining Eqs.~6! or ~8!, there are two other factors
besides the occupation numbers that can contribute to
temperature dependence of the decay constant. They are
density of states,r, and the magnitude of the anharmon
coupling matrix element,V( i ). First, consider the density of
states. The densities of states of the internal vibratio
modes of W~CO!6 do not change with temperature. Howeve
the densities of states of the solvent modes will change w
temperature;̂r~v!& is temperature dependent at constant li
uid density and, for the constant pressure case at hand,
additional temperature dependence through the tempera
dependence of the liquid density. As the temperature
creases, the liquid density decreases. The material dens
for CCl4 and CHCl3 at room temperature are 1.592 and 1.48
g/cm3. While the densities are different, the temperature d
pendences are both linear and virtually identical, with a slo
of 20.002 g/cm3 K.34 Therefore, any differences in the
temperature-dependent density of states are unlikely to a
simply from a difference in the change in the number den
ties of particles in the two liquids. This applies to the solve
vibrations as well as the phonons. With this point in mind, l
us now consider if differences in the temperature depe
dences of thêr~v!& in the two solvents can be responsib
for the inverted temperature dependence observed in CH3.

As discussed above, calculations of the INMs displ
both real and imaginary frequencies.3–5 The real frequencies
are true oscillations. The imaginary frequencies are related
potential barriers involved in structural evolution of the liq
uid. While it is still an open question, it might be expecte
that the real frequency part of the spectrum will be predom
nately involved with the uptake of energy in vibrational re
laxation. This is because the system spends most of its t
near a potential minimum with infrequent excursions into t
region of the potential associated with structural chan
Thus, the real frequency modes are available for excitat
during vibrational relaxation the majority of the time. In ad
dition, the density of states of the imaginary part of the spe
trum are peaked at significantly lower frequency than the r
part. So if a moderately high frequency mode~;100 cm21!
is required for energy conservation, the density of states w
be much greater for the real part of the spectrum. For
ample, consider the relaxation pathway give in Eq.~4! for
CHCl3. At the 160 cm

21 required phonon frequency, there i
finite ~but small! density of states in the real part of th
spectrum but essentially zero density of states in the ima
nary part of the spectrum.

Regardless of whether the imaginary modes can part
pate in vibrational relaxation, the conclusion will be th
same. As discussed in Sec. III B, while there are some d
ferences, the temperature-dependent behavior of the den
No. 9, 1 September 1995
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3332 Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
of INMs for the two solvents are very similar. If the sam
frequency phonon is involved in the relaxation in the tw
solvents, it is clear that the very small differences in t
temperature dependences would not account for the diffe
behaviors displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. However, it is unlike
that the same phonon frequency~or frequencies! will be in-
volved. While the same internal modes of the W~CO!6 are
available in the two solvents, as can be seen in Fig. 7,
solvents have different high frequency modes available
participation in the relaxation pathways. Since different h
frequency modes will be involved, the relaxation pathwa
will be substantially different and will involve phonons o
different frequencies.

Can the temperature dependent changes in the dens
states of CHCl3 yield an inverted temperature dependenc
The imaginary part of the spectrum has a density of sta
that increases with increasing temperature. Therefore, u
a single phonon from the imaginary part of the density
states will only make the rate constant increase faster w
increasing temperature than the phonon occupation num
alone. The smallest change in the rate constant from a t
perature dependent occupation number will occur fo
single high frequency phonon. For the single path given
Eq. ~4!, the phonon frequency is 160 cm21. This is near the
cutoff ~see Fig. 5!. It is approximately the highest frequenc
phonon that still has nonzero density of states. For this p
way, the change in the occupation number will cause the
constant to increase by a factor of 1.33 going from the m
ing point ~210 K! to the boiling point~334 K!. Since a de-
crease in the rate constant of 9% is actually observed,
density of states would have to decrease by;40%. The cal-
culations of the density of states do not cover the entire t
perature range. However, the change over the lower ha
the temperature range covered~260 to 300 K! is significantly
less than the change over the upper half~300 to 340 K!. The
fact that the change is smaller at low temperature can
haps be seen more clearly by looking at the imaginary par
the spectrum. The decrease in the real part results in an
crease in the imaginary part as stable modes are repl
with unstable modes as the temperature is increased. L
ing at the imaginary portions of Figs. 4 and 5, it is clear th
there is a greater increase in the area at the higher temp
tures. At the 160 cm21 point in the real part of Fig. 5, ther
is very little change going from 260 to 340 K. Given th
signal-to-noise ratio in the calculation, it is not clear th
there is any change. It is expected that there will be no
nificant contribution to the total change from the range 2
to 260 K. Even around 50 cm21, where the decrease in th
density of states is the largest, the decrease is never gr
than 15%. With a 50 cm21 phonon, it would require an
;60% decrease in phonon density of states to account
the observed data. If more than one phonon is involved, o
a phonon plus one of the very low frequency modes
W~CO!6 ~which are probably amalgamated with the INM!
are in the relaxation pathway, the phonon occupation num
contribution to the temperature dependence becomes ste
and changes in the density of states are less able to com
sate to yield the inverted temperature dependence. There
changes in the density of states do not appear to be ab
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
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account for the differences in the temperature dependen
observed in CCl4 and CHCl3 or for the inverted temperature
dependence observed in CHCl3.

The discussion above implicitly assumes delta functi
transition frequencies for the discrete vibrational modes a
the liquids phonons. This limit is equivalent to assuming th
spectral lines are delta functions. For the phonons, the
ewidths are not significant since there is already a continu
of states. Vibrational lines of molecules in liquids show si
nificant line widths. Depending on the system and the te
perature, the vibrational lines can have significant homo
neous linewidths, although the observed linewidth may ha
a significant contribution from or be dominated by inhom
geneous broadening. A finite homogeneous linewidth
caused by the vibrational lifetime and additional process
such as pure dephasing and orientational relaxation.
though vibrational transitions in liquids may be inhomog
neously broadened,10,35,36the homogeneous linewidth in liq-
uids can be a significant fraction of the total spectral wid
The issue of homogeneous broadening in low frequency s
vent modes is only beginning to be explored.37–39The finite
width of vibrational lines will lead to relaxation of the energ
matching requirement of the relaxation pathways, as
combined spectral overlap will determine the efficiency
the relaxation processes. However, at room temperature,
homogenous linewidth can range from as little as 1 to;10
cm21. Since a homogeneous linewidth of 10 cm21 is small
compared to the phonon bandwidths, for a process that
volves one or more phonons, the homogeneous width w
not be of great importance. However, if there is a near ma
of the sum of discreet vibrational energies with the energy
the initially excited state, a significant homogeneous wid
could open up a pathway that would otherwise be forbidd
In general, the homogeneous linewidth will increase w
increasing temperature. Therefore, a pathway that is forb
den at low temperature could turn on as the temperature
increased. This would increase the rate of vibrational rela
ation and cannot explain the inverted temperature dep
dence. It is possible for motional narrowing to occur wi
increased temperature. The narrowing of a vibrational li
could turn off a pathway with increasing temperature. Th
could produce an inverted temperature dependence, bu
would require very special circumstances. There would ha
to be a match in energies at low temperature not involvi
the INM continuum, and motional narrowing would have
occur to eliminate this match. While this is possible, it do
not apply to the experimental systems discussed here. Th
is no indication of motion narrowing in the temperature d
pendent line shapes. Also, we see the inverted tempera
dependence or evidence of the offsetting influence that co
pensates for the temperature dependence of the occupa
numbers in many systems, i.e., W~CO!6 and Cr~CO!6 in CCl4
and CHCl3 and in other solvents. These have different inte
nal modes and different solvent modes. For everyone
these to have a pathway that conserves energy without
ploying the low frequency continuum of INM and that turn
off because of motional narrowing, is essentially impossib

In the above, we have argued that it is not possible
account for the inverted temperature dependence or even
No. 9, 1 September 1995
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3333Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
noninverted temperature dependences considering only
temperature dependent occupation numbers. These al
give an increase in rate with temperature, so cannot acc
for the inverted temperature dependence, and given the
frequency cutoffs of the INMs, the noninverted temperat
dependences are too mild to be accounted for by occupa
numbers alone. Then, considering the temperature de
dences of the density of states of the INMs, it is still n
possible to account for the inverted temperature depende
Returning to Eq.~8!, the remaining factor is the influence o
temperature on the magnitude of the anharmonic coup
matrix element,V( i ).

The results suggest that a significant temperature de
dence exists for the magnitudeV( i ). The temperature depen
dence of this term must be opposite to that of the pho
occupation numbers and must be sufficiently large to of
the change in occupation numbers to yield the inverted t
perature dependence. AlthoughV( i ) is not explicitly tempera-
ture dependent, it can vary with density. Calculations
molecular crystals have shown that this density depende
can be significant.40As the density decreases with increasi
temperature, intermolecular separations are increased on
erage. There is a multiplicative factor of the density inV( i ),
which we have seen has almost identical temperature de
dence in the two solvents. More importantly the region of
intermolecular potential sampled changes, and therefore
anharmonic coupling matrix elements can change with
strong temperature dependence. If this causes the matri
ements to become smaller with increasing temperature,
this decrease will work to offset the increase in occupat
numbers. If this effect is sufficiently large, the observed
verted temperature dependence of W~CO!6/CHCl3 would be
observed. This is the most likely explanation for the inver
temperature dependence.

There are two possible reasons why the observed be
iors in CCl4 and CHCl3 are so different. The vibrational re
laxation pathways in the two solvents will be different.
CHCl3, the quartic process given in Eq.~4! could provide an
efficient, relatively low order, pathway. This uses the hi
frequency CH mode of CHCl3 not available in CCl4. Since
different modes are involved in the solvents, there could b
significant difference in the influence of changes in dens
on the matrix elements in the two solvents. If the pathwa
in both solvents only involve a single phonon, despite
large differences in available internal frequencies, the cha
in occupation numbers will be similar. This would imply th
change in the matrix element in CHCl3 is much larger than in
CCl4, the difference being large enough to yield the inver
temperature dependence in CHCl3 but only resulting in a
partial compensation for the occupation number change
CCl4.

The other possibility is that there is approximately t
same decrease in the coupling matrix elements in the
solvents, but the occupation number contributions are v
different. As discussed above, a single phonon pathw
yields the most mild occupation number contribution to t
temperature dependence. If, in CHCl3, the relaxation path
involves a single phonon and the decrease in the coup
matrix elements with temperature is sufficiently large, t
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,
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inverted temperature dependence results. However, if,
CCl4, the relaxation pathway uses two phonons, the occup
tion number contribution to the temperature dependence w
be much steeper. Then the decrease in the coupling mat
elements may only partially overcome the temperature de
pendence, yielding a mild dependence but not an inverte
dependence. At present, it is not possible to distinguish the
two possibilities.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Examination of the temperature dependences of theT1u
CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in CCl4 and CHCl3 from the
melting points to the boiling points of the solvents and con
sideration of the temperature dependences and the calcula
INM spectra for the liquids yield detailed insights into the
nature of vibrational dynamics in liquids. The observation
that the vibrational lifetime of W~CO!6 in CHCl3 actually
becomes longer as the temperature increases~inverted tem-
perature dependence! demonstrates that lifetimes are not
simply controlled by an activation energy. Examination o
the temperature dependence in CCl4 revealed a temperature
dependence that is too mild to be accounted for by chang
in occupation numbers alone. This was made possible by t
calculation of the INM spectrum, which provides the maxi-
mum phonon frequency that can be involved in the relax
ation.

Three factors were discussed that will influence the vi
brational lifetime of the metal carbonyls studied and, pre
sumably, other systems as well. They are~1! the
temperature-dependence occupation number of th
phonon~s! or other very low frequency modes excited in the
relaxation of the initially pumped vibration;~2! the tempera-
ture dependence of the liquid’s density of INM states; an
~3! the temperature dependence of the magnitude of the a
harmonic coupling matrix elements responsible for vibra
tional relaxation.

Calculation of the INM spectrum for CHCl3 demon-
strates that temperature-dependent changes in the phon
density of states are not sufficiently large to explain the in
verted temperature dependence. Rather, it is possible th
changes in liquid density with temperature results in a reduc
tion in the strength of coupling between the initially excited
mode and the receiving modes. In CHCl3, the reduction in
the anharmonic coupling matrix elements are large enough
overcome the increase in occupation numbers with increa
ing temperature, yielding the observed inverted temperatu
dependence. Clearly, the next step for applying instantaneo
normal mode analysis to the problem of vibrational lifetimes
is evaluation of the anharmonic coupling; we intend to do
this with simulations explicitly incorporating the solute. INM
studies of solute–solvent systems have already bee
performed,41 but coupling constants, such as those under dis
cussion in this paper, have not been calculated.

Another consideration which we have not discussed i
that coupling to some types of solvent modes may be mo
important than to others. In our discussion of the spectra o
INM, we analyzed the effect of different energies on the
temperature dependence, tacitly assuming that the coupli
mechanism would not select out a particular type of mode
No. 9, 1 September 1995
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3334 Moore et al.: Vibrational population dynamics in liquids
e.g., translation or rotation. If the LJ^r~v!& in Fig. 6 repre-
sents the true translational^r~v!&, then, e.g., relaxation domi-
nated by translational modes would employ this relative
low v^r~v!& for rph. This would further limit the range of
frequencies of the continuum available for energy conser
tion. The possibility of selective coupling does not chan
any of the conclusions that have been presented.

The results presented here demonstrate that underst
ing the temperature dependence of vibrational lifetimes
quires consideration of the interplay of the temperature
pendences of the occupation number, the density of sta
and the coupling matrix elements. Observation of a norm
~noninverted! temperature dependence does not indicate t
all three factors are not involved. Fitting a normal tempe
ture dependence as a simple activated process can yie
highly flawed indication of the frequency of the low fre
quency mode that is involved.
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